Chants for Earth Awareness
UNTITLED (“PLEIADES CHANT”)

WE ARE ONE

Words by Anonymous/Unknown, Tune by Bone Blossom

© 1981 Andras Corban Arthen

There's a part of the Sun in an apple;
There's a part of the Moon in a rose;
A part of the flaming Pleiades
in every leaf that grows.

We are one, with the soul, of the Earth,
Mother Earth.
(This simple chant, if sung repeatedly, can bring us to a
deep awareness of ourselves and the Earth as one and sacred.
Written for EarthSpirit Community’s Rites of Spring
1980.)

CALLING ON THE SPIRITS
©1982 Charlie Murphy

Calling on the Spirits of the future
Calling on the lifetimes yet to come
Send courage to the present generation
Help us find the strength to carry on.
Calling on the Spirits of the Ancients
Calling on the Wise Ones of the past
Illuminate the vision of the people
Help us keep our feet upon the path.
Calling on the Guardians of the planet
Calling on all people now alive
With vision of the past and memory of the
future
Claiming our power to survive.

MY WORDS ARE TIED IN ONE. . .
Yokut (Northern California) Chant, Music by Nina Wise

My words are tied in one with the great
mountains,
With the great rocks, with the great trees.
In one with my body and my heart.
Do you all help me, with supernatural power,
And you, Day, and you, Night,
All of you see me one with this world.

ALL BEINGS OF THE EARTH
© 1985 Lynn Stone, Andras C. Arthen, Deirdre P. Arthen,
Sherry G. Arthen

All Beings of the Earth...
Sing the healing song, rising.
Will the healing fire, changing.
Swim the healing deep, feeling.
Walk the healing Earth, being
(Twilight Covening is a three-day long ritual to enter the
Dark Time. This chant is maintained by the fire
throughout the entire weekend.
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